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ABSTRACT
Forty participants from two week-long staff training
laboratories at the Houston V.A. were given the Machiavellian
scales (V and IV), the Dogmatism Scale, and the Marlow-Crowne
Social Desirability Scale as predictive pretests along with
the Rotter Incomplete Sentences,

Changes following labora

tory training were measured by differences on the Rotter
retest either at the end of the week or after four months.
Low scores on all predictor tests were found to correlate
consistently with favorable outcome, but only immediate
follow-up predictions from the Machiavellian scales showed
clear statistical significance.

Greater acceptance of others

was found to be related significantly to positive outcomes
and was noted first only after four months.

The ability to

determine who is likely to benefit from training could have
important practical implications for selection of group
members.
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INTRODUCTION
There has been a recent rapid increase in the use of
T groups and training laboratories in education, industry,
and a multitude of other situations concerned with growth
in interpersonal relationships through greater individual
awareness of oneself and others.

Yet the evidence of the

value of many of these programs is minimal.

For instance,

Campbell and Dunnette (1968) in their review of the effi
cacy of T groups for industry have expressed uneasiness as
to whether anyone has yet demonstrated any real gains to the
companies Involved.

While a great deal of relevant data

from groups has been collected, one is constantly confronted
with inadequate controls, problems in measurement, and
confounding by irrelevant variables.

Harrison (1967) has

further emphasized these difficulties while also stressing
such problem areas as knowing the exact nature of the be
havioral change that one is seeking and the hazards of
comparing results across studies because of the wide diver
sity of training designs and influences.
Not the least significant of the questions in this
area is the definition of exactly what kind of group one is
talking about.

Beginning around 19^6, T (Training) groups

focusing on the feelings and interactions of the members

developed out of the summer sessions at the National Train
ing Laboratories at Bethel, Maine (see Benne, 1964).

As

such programs became more popular over the past few years, a
great many terms came into use that are often used almost
interchangeably and yet can cover a wide variety of interpersonally oriented experiences.

Just to name^.a few of

these labels, one hears of laboratory training, development
groups, experiential groups, marathon groups, human relations
training, interactional groups, encounter groups, and~management training, not to mention the whole area of therapeutic"
groups.

Possibly the most abused term is what is known as

sensitivity training, which can currently refer to about
anything from a professionally directed interactional group
to a small informal meeting among friends.

As will be dis-

f

cussed below in more detail, there are so many participant
and trainer variables, plus other situational aspects of any
setting, that

Lx,

is impossible to expect that two different

groups will /nave the same experience.

This means that care

must be t^ken in how one generalizes from results.

Yet it

would also h'ave little meaning to call each unique group by
a different name.

Even while recognizing the risks of being

oy^rly inclusive, the present review will accept the term T
,group to refer to any relatively nonstructured and profes
sionally led group with the primary emphasis on experiencing
and examining feelings and interpersonal relationships
between nonpatient members and with the goal of giving one a

greater awareness and understanding of oneself and others.
A training laboratory is defined here as a planned program
of such groups along with other interactional events ex
tending over a duration of at least several days.

Although

most patient groups are not included under this, it is still
recognized that some genuine patient laboratories are to be
found.

Despite the inclusiveness of these terms, it is felt

that there is a basic commonality between any groups which
emphasize an evaluation of their own process and member
functioning rather than the accomplishing of some externally
oriented task.
But whatever similarities groups may have, one is
still most often confronted by their differences.

It is

easy to be reminded here of problems seen in psychotherapy
research.

For instance, Glad (1959) pointed out that a

therapeutic interaction depends both on the personality of
the client as well as on the therapist's manner of expres
sion and theoretical orientation.

One has to look carefully

at both participants in order to gain any idea what is
really happening between them.

As Kiesler (1966) has ex

pressed it, the person seeking help is commonly assigned to
receive the process of therapy despite the fact that treat
ment varies greatly from one therapist to another and may
often not be something therapeutic at all.

As for the

patient factor, Kiesler agrees with Glad (1959) that each
individual may be expected to react in his own way to a
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therapy situation.

Yet he states further that, for research

purposes, patients are lumped together and assigned to
treatment as if they are similar entities rather than having
very different personality makeups, such as is the case even
when classed under a single heading like schizophrenia.

It

would seem here that a definition of a group experience may
be confounded even far more than in such two-person situa
tions due to the far greater number of potentially important
variables.

For instance, each member may exert a great many

indefinable influences in his interactions with the others.
While a complete definition of each unique group setting
might allow for little generalization, yet at least some
control of group climate in research would appear essential
for comparative purposes.

Along a similar theme, Bergin

and Strupp (1970) state that the complexity of interactions
make it difficult to isolate single variables in traditional
psychotherapy research so that large-scale multifactorial
studies are almost certain to result in "weak" findings that
do not justify the time and effort invested in such compre
hensive projects.

If one were to extend this to the group

situation, it might be expected that the increase in vari
ables would make this even more of a problem, particularly
If researchers pay too little heed to initial differences
between individuals.

Following from the above, it should

come as little surprise that there is such a sparsity of
significant and reliable results in this area.

As will be

developed in this discussion, the question will be raised
whether it might not be more fruitful to explore various
personality traits as indicators of expected success or lack
of it in a group program.

This may clarify the possibility

that participants may respond differentially to a laboratory
situation in some systematic fashion which is not apparent
when looking only at the combined membership.

One more

comment by Kiesler (1966) regarding therapy may also be
particularly applicable to evaluation of group phenomena.
He states that it is unrealistic to hope for a single defini
tive evaluative study.

To the contrary, it may be expected

that researchers must develop a painstaking investigation of
relevant variables in a piece-by-piece fashion.
Background Research in Laboratory Training
Before considering further the problems of evalua
tion, a distinction should be made between behavioral change
as observed in a group as contrasted with criteria for long
term change.

A review of evaluative studies suggests that

there is considerable confusion in this area concerning some
conclusions which are drawn.

For instance, Miles (1965) in

a widely quoted study reported increased sensitivity to
others, greater equalitarian attitudes, greater communica
tion, and other changes as a result of laboratory training.
He based his conclusions on three different criteria:

self

perceptions of change at the laboratory, trainer ratings,
and behavior changes reported on the job after three or eight

mo n t h s .

By correlating each of 25 variables with each of

the three criteria, he ended up with 75 correlations.

How

ever, it is rather disappointing to note that there was
seldom significant agreement for even two criteria for the
same variable, and at no time was there significant agree
ment for all three criteria.

Apparently, the multiple

measures must not have been indicating the same thing.
Unfortunately, Mile's technique (used later by Bunker,
1965; Bunker & Knowles, 1967; and Valiquet, 1968) must also
face at least some criticism on methodological grounds.
Outside raters on the job had to evaluate both the trainee
and another person nominated by the trainee who did not go
to the group.

The results may have been somewhat con

taminated by the fact that the raters can be expected to
have had some awareness who did and who did not go to NTL.
Yet it is interesting to note that Miles did find a signifi
cant correlation between trainer ratings and later changes
evident on the job.

If this result is accepted despite the

criticisms, it might suggest that the experienced trainer
is able to perceive important personality changes even be
fore they become evident to the trainee, since trainee
perceptions were not significantly related to later changes
Aside from the trainer ratings, one can also ask
about the extent to which ratings of an individual by other
participating members are correlated with permanent person
ality change.

Relating again to Glad's (1959) views, the

question is not how effective a person may be in the group
but how adequate he is outside.

For instance, Harrison

and Lubin (1965) noted in certain homogeneous groups that
members who behaved most warmly and expressively did not
seem to learn as much as some of the less adaptive members.
They went on to comment that feelings of completion and
emotional satisfaction in the group are not necessarily
equivalent to the impact of an experience.

Steele (1968)

also observed that ratings of an individual's effectiveness
in a T group were not equivalent to actual behavioral change.
Thus, evidence of the permanency of many findings may be
looked upon as being inconclusive (for example, Dunnette,
1969; and Rubin, 1967).
But despite the criticisms of methodology and un
warranted interpretations which have been discussed so far,
it has remained implicit in such findings that changes of
some kind do indeed occur in many individuals following a
group experience, even though the measurement of these
changes may be difficult and their significance may occa
sionally be obscured.

Further support for some value from

laboratory training can be seen in participants of patient
laboratory groups.

For example, Rothaus, Morton, Johnson,

Cleveland, and Lyle (1963) have shown immediate reduction
of illness-centeredness, dependency, and preoccupation with
oneself.

In a nine month follow-up, Johnson, Hanson,

Rothaus, Morton, Lyle, and Moyer (1965) continued to find

positive changes In psychological and physical well-being,
social participation, and ability to hold a job which were
comparable to benefits of group therapy but requiring less
time.

Granting that changes can sometimes occur after

laboratory training, the question may now be raised as to
whether some persons receive a greater beneficial Impact
from groups and as to whether there is any predictable con
sistency with which these gains are evidenced.
As already suggested in reference to Kiesler's
(1966) discussion, it is particularly relevant to ask
whether there is a relationship between personality factors
and expected change.

However, there seems to be little

organization at the present time in the data relating to
such personality variables.

For instance, Steele (1968)

has asserted that learning in a laboratory setting requires
a scientific approach to interpersonal situations that is
more difficult for some individuals than others.

On the

other hand, Stock (1958) has suggested that least-change
members tend to show a clearer concept of who they are than
do most-change members.

She also noted that any type of

change tended to be unique to a given individual.

Similarly

Schutz and Allen (1966) found that laboratory training
changes people selectively according to their initial person
ality, with most of the effects of the laboratory becoming
first evident only after two to four months and tending to
be maintained or to increase with time.

Using a modified

form of Kelley's Role Repertory Test, Harrison (1966) also
found just slight concept changes upon retesting three weeks
after training which increased to become significant after
three months.
In a patient laboratory setting, Hanson, Rothaus,
O'Connell, and Wiggins (1970) gave evidence that nonpsychotic persons show greater immediate impact from train
ing than do psychotic Individuals.

Bennis, Burke, Cutter,

Harrington, and Hoffman (1957) noted that persons with high
inclusion needs on the PIRO tended to be low in participa
tion despite their desire to join.

One might wonder here as

to the extent that their inclusion needs denoted feelings of
Interpersonal insecurity which made active participation
difficult.

Unfortunately, no measure of learning was given

so that it is impossible to say anything about who might
have gained more from the group.

Mathis (1958) developed a

trainability index as a ratio of adient to abient indicators
for the "Reactions to Group Situations Test," with adient
referring to fight, pairing, and conflict responses and
abient referring to flight, dependency, and immobilization
responses.

On the basis of sociometric inventories as well

as interviews given before, Immediately after, and a year
following training, It was found that the high index
subjects functioned more effectively in groups.

He con

cluded that low index individuals are unlikely to gain much
from training.

Nevertheless, a closer examination of his
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results shows that growth and changes as perceived by the
subjects themselves and also increases in sensitivity and
sophistication were not found to be significantly different
for high as against low index groups.

It would seem here

that there was no real evidence in this study of basic
personality change differences aside from the functioning
in that particular group.

In general, it would seem that

many of these studies can be summarized as making the un
warranted assumption that effective group functioning is
equivalent to significant lasting personality gains, a
pitfall which has already been discussed earlier.

Perhaps

the safest evaluative statement relating to the role of
personality variables in regards to changes from laboratory
training is that most present findings are either inconclu
sive or are lacking in predictive power.
A rather different approach to groups has been taken
in the above mentioned study by Harrison and Lubin (1965).
While person-oriented individuals were warmer and emotionally
freer in interpersonal relationships during training, they
found that work-oriented members seemed to learn more in
groups having a homogeneous composition.

They explained

these unpredicted results on the basis of a greater confron
tation for the work-oriented members for whom the group pre
sented much more of a contrast to their normal set than for
person-oriented members.

In contrast to this, it was found

that heterogeneous groups tended to provide greater con
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frontation to all members, even though resolution of differ
ences was not always achieved.

From this type of study, one

might point out here that there may be some desirability in
T-group and laboratory research of using heterogeneous
groups so that results in various studies can be compared
except in cases where the effects of a particular group
composition is specifically being investigated.
Development of the Present Study
Perhaps at this point it is worth looking at some of
the essential features of a training experience.

Many indi

viduals who may not have known each other previously come
together for various personal reasons, although they essen
tially wish to get to know themselves and others better.
Aside from this, the goals tend to be rather difficult to
define, and many parts of the program are often quite un
structured.

The ensuing uncertainty as to what will happen

next when no one takes a firm role of authority often be 
comes the catalyst which initiates new and unhabitual actions
by the participants.

What happens in any given meeting tends

to stem from the expression of feelings of the members rather
than from a predetermined agenda.

Smooth group functioning

develops with the increasing awareness of the needs of one
self and others along with a willingness to respond to them.
There are a number of personality dimensions which
one might expect to be related to group functioning with a
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particular emphasis on what a participant can hope to gain
from such an experience.

For instance, Stock (1964) cited

an unpublished study in which regular T groups were tempo
rarily split up into E (Experimental) groups.

In one E

group made up entirely of individuals preferring high
structure, it was found that these members solved problems
quickly and efficiently but that the discussion tended to
remain shallow.

She went on to suggest that high structure

individuals may tend to be at odds with their ordinary T
group and with the whole laboratory situation.

With this

emphasis on need for high structure and avoidance of strong
confrontations, one is reminded of the close-minded Indi
vidual described by Rokeach (i960).

Such a participant in

a group might be expected to emphasize authority to a point
where the nondirectiveness of the laboratory could become
threatening to him.

Furthermore, he might show an intoler

ance or a denial of any viewpoints and feelings of others
which he perceived as contradictory to his own belief
systems.

His marked tendencies towards low empathy and re

sistance to change could place him in conflict with the
laboratory emphasis on awareness of others and on developing
new modes of responsiveness.

This suggests that high scores

on Rokeach's Dogmatism Scale may be predictive of individ
uals who would tend to evidence little change following
laboratory training.
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In an area somewhat related to groups, Epstein (1969)
found that low scorers on the Machiavellian scales (Christie,
1962; Christie & Geis, 1970) showed greater opinion change
than high scorers in a role playing situation requiring an
improvisation of a talk against fluoridation.

She went on to

suggest that low Machiavellians will generally show greater
change in situations involving social influence, although
high Machiavellians respond more to factual arguments.

A

low Mach scorer is described as showing involvement in be
liefs and actions but also as being responsive to the influ
ences of those about him.

On the other hand, a high Mach

scorer tends to be more detached from feelings and inter
personal persuasions.

A very high scorer may also tend to

manipulate situations in terms with his own ends, even while
going through the motions of accepting group norms.

In a

nonstructured laboratory group, one might expect that the
low Machiavellian would be more likely to respond on a
deeper and more meaningful feeling level to the influences
and viewpoints of others, while the high Machiavellian
would be more likely to avoid the emotional investment that
is usually important for an experience of lasting personal
significance.

On these bases, it is suggested that low

scorers on the Machiavellian scales may show greater changes
than high scorers following laboratory training.
In regards to another interpersonal dimension, Crowne
and Marlowe (i960) have developed the 33-item Marlowe-Crowne
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Social Desirability Scale which Is designed to measure the
need of persons to respond to situations in a socially ap
proved manner.

Since close group functioning emphasizes an

awareness and responsiveness to others, a person who has
concern for the feelings of others should be willing to be
influenced by them and to adapt his behavior at least
partially to their needs.

In contrast to this, a person

with a low need for social approval may be expected to show
less of this kind of motivation for behavioral change.

One

might predict that high needs for social approval may lead
to greater learning following group training than low needs.
In the measurement of outcome, some of the diffi
culties have already been noted above concerning the use of
behavioral ratings, whether at the immediate end of the
laboratory or as a basis of a follow-up.

A different ap

proach can quantify response data obtained through projective
testing as a basis for measuring changes in attitudes and out
look which c a n lead to new modes of behavior.

For instance,

Dorris, Levinson, and Hanfmann (1954) on the basis of a
sentence completion test found that those who were high on
authoritarian personality scales accepted a smaller percen
tage of their ego-threatening responses than low individuals
on these scales.

Similarly based on sentence completion

data, Rubin (1967) measured change after sensitivity train
ing and was able to demonstrate that increased self-acceptance
occurring during the group was accompanied by reduced
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prejudice.

However, his post-group retest was immediately

after the end of training so that he had no longer term
follow-up.

In a patient laboratory setting, Rothaus,

Johnson, Hanson, Brown, and Lyle (1967) were able to relate
sentence completion data to behavior and to other test
results in showing some differences of process and outcome
in trainer-led groups as against self-directed psychiatric
groups.
Such studies as these suggest that an instrument of
the sentence completion type can be quite useful in de
tecting small personality changes.

However, it is important

that a criterion test show consistency over time as well as
being able to pick up small feeling differences.

Rotter,

Rafferty, and Schachtitz (19^9) commented that test-retest
reliability has relatively little meaning in an instrument
which is to be sensitive to adjustment changes.

Neverthe

less, Churchill and Crandall (1955) did retest follow-ups
with the Rotter for time spans up to as much as three years
and continued to find moderate sized correlations.

They con

cluded that the test measures something more than "temporary
moods."

This would suggest some basis on which to expect

that sentence completion data may have potential utility in
longer term as well as immediate follow-ups.

This instru

ment may also have certain other advantages over techniques
of evaluation which require direct observations or ratings
by others.

For instance, one can avoid bias effects re
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suiting from judgments which are based on prior knowledge
that the Individual has been to a laboratory.

In addition,

with a test like the Rotter, a person can be evaluated with
out any interactional effects between observer and subject.
This review has discussed many of the problems and
inadequacies of previous research.

The present study was

planned to develop out of this background work by trying to
emphasize the importance of personality factors in relation
ship to possible changes following laboratory training.

In

addition, it was attempted to avoid some of the above noted
shortcomings that are frequently seen.

Among other con

tributions and considerations aimed at here, one can include
the following:
It was hoped that this study might shed some further
light on the nature of the effects of laboratory training.
In particular, it started with the explicit recognition that
not all Ss may be expected to show an equally favorable
response to laboratory training.

Prediction of outcome has

been tied down to readily obtained test scores rather than
to vague and unreliable psychiatric nomenclature.

This could

eventually lead to an opening up of a practical and brief
method of selection of appropriate group members, whether
stemming from mental health, business and industry, or
private sources.

This could also lead to a greater differ

entiation of training programs for different types of Ss, an
ideal which is likewise held for therapeutic treatment.
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This design has focused on outcome rather than
process.

While process data is often easier to obtain, it

has been discussed previously that smooth group functioning,
personal satisfaction, and member evaluations of oneself
and others are not necessarily related to reported gains
from a laboratory experience.

In addition, both immediate

and longer term changes have been included.

Although

follow-ups are seldom obtained because of the practical
inconvenience, more of such data is essential to determine
whether any observed changes are lasting and whether the
direction of such changes remains constant.
Specifically, four hypotheses have been proposed
concerning outcomes expected following laboratory training:
1.

Machiavellianism is negatively related to

change.
2.

Dogmatism is negatively related to change.

3.

Social approval needs are positively related

to change.
4.

Change will be immediate and long-term as

measured by test-retest differences on the Rotter
Incomplete Sentences.
METHOD
Subjects
Experimental Ss were taken from 57 participants from
two different intensive laboratory training programs de

signed primarily for staff members at the Houston V.A.

The

two week-long programs took place in June of 1970 and in
January of 1971.

Group members included nursing students

along with participants from other professions from both
within and without the hospital.

Of the original number,

three did not give completed data and could not be used.
Three more were dropped for reasons of defensiveness on the
basis of the criterion discussed below under scoring cate
gories.

Finally, it was decided to omit the data of certain

mental health professionals who might be expected to have
almost daily contact with intensive groups and/or penciland-paper tests.

With such individuals, it was felt that

the Impact and effectiveness of this week would be too
interwoven with other similar activities so that the signi
ficance of the present single experience would be too hard
to isolate with any degree of certainty.

On this basis,

also dropped were four social workers, two practicing
psychologists, three psychology interns, one psychiatry
resident, plus one nurse who was known to be involved in
another similar program during this period of time.

There

remained a sample of 40 Ss, including 23 student nurses,
five social work students, five chaplain residents, two
registered nurses, two graduate psychology students, and
three other mental health personnel.
Tests Administered
All Ss were given the Machiavellian scales (Forms V
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and IV), the Dogmatism Scale (Form E), and the MarloweCrowne Social Desirability Scale (called here the M-C S D S ) .
They were also given two administrations of the Rotter
Incomplete Sentences (Adult Form).

Copies of the predictor

tests are included in Appendix D.
Scoring Categories for the Rotter
The Rotter is made up of 40 stems of from one to
four words, such as "I like ___ " and "What annoys me ____
Each S is directed to complete every stem by trying to ex
press his or her own feelings in a short sentence.

Scoring

for each sentence completion response was made on the basis
of ten unidimensional categories as described below:
1.

Anger— expression of negative feelings toward

others or specific directed annoyance at oneself in
cluding both open angry feelings as well as hostility,
criticism, and blame.
2.

Withdrawal— expression of feelings of wanting

to avoid others or of wanting to be by oneself.
3.

Dependency— expression of need for support,

protection, and/or help from others.
4.

Inadequacy— expression of feelings of inability

to cope with situations or feelings.
5.

Depression— in contrast to inadequacy, this is

a direct expression of feelings of sadness, anxiety,
regret, and/or self-pity.

6.

Rejection by others— expression of feelings or

concerns of not being liked or wanted by others.
7.

Acceptance of others— expression of positive

feelings of liking others and/or enjoying their company.
8.

Coping— expression of positive feelings of ade

quacy and of being able to handle problems and situations
on one 1s o w n .
9.

Satisfaction— general expression of feelings of

well-being and optimism.
10.

Defensiveness— exaggerated and unrealistic ex

pression of well-being, strong use of denial, and obvious
avoidance in handling an item.

The arbitrary criterion

was set that any record with as many as five defensive
responses would be dropped from the sample on the basis
of the S ’s unwillingness (or inability) to express his
more meaningful feelings when instructed to do so.

This

category was included only as a validity scale and was
not used in the measurement of changes following labora
tory training.
Any statements not fitting under any one of these
categories were given no score.

Single stems were usually

scored one at a time across a group of 20 to 60 Rotter
records.

This offered a comparative set from which to make

borderline judgments.

In order to avoid possible biases,

the Rotter records were scored without knowledge of the
predictor test results.

A guide with examples of acceptable
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responses for each category along with Interscorer reli
ability data are given in Appendix A.
Measurement of Change
Overall change for each S was based on test-retest
differences on the Hotter.

This means that the criterion

was a measure of changes in feelings and attitudes as ex
pressed on this projective instrument.

Plat statements of

opinion which did not contain an emotional component were
generally unscorable under this scoring system.

In addi

tion, this measure can not be directly equated with
behavioral change as observed by others.

Nevertheless,

feelings and emotional outlook as accepted here as being
an essential component of the overall adaptive process and
as relating closely to these other aspects of change.

Of

the categories described above, acceptance of others, coping,
and satisfaction were rated as being in a positive direction.
In contrast to these, anger, withdrawal, dependence, in
adequacy, depression, and rejection by others were rated
as denoting negative feelings.

The signed sum of positive

and negative responses was obtained for each Rotter record,
with the difference between the pre- and post-test scores
representing the outcome for each S.

Since a difference

of zero represented no change, it was possible to obtain a
measure in either a positive or negative direction.
Besides overall change, the scoring of the individ
ual categories also allowed an analysis of outcomes in terms
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of the component areas.

For Instance, it was possible to

obtain test-retest differences for each S according to the
frequencies with which his response fitted into each cate
gory.

This gave some basis for a closer determination of

the nature of the change process following training.
Procedure
Each laboratory met at the Houston V.A. for five
consecutive days from Monday through Friday between 8:30
A.M. and about *1:30 P.M.

The program emphasized develop

ment groups of 8 or 9 members each, which were essentially
a type of T group without a designated leader or staff
member present and which were given a primary agenda of
discussing her-and-now feelings and Involvements.

In

addition, there were usually two planned interactional exer
cises daily which brought all of the laboratory participants
together.

The content of these exercises included:

a

microlab, various lecturettes, group paintings, the NASA
exercise, self and group member ratings, many forms of
feedback, and others.

Laboratory leaders consisted of a

rotation of V.A. psychology staff and interns throughout
the week with no one trainer becoming a single predominant
figure.

(Many aspects of the program were similar to that

described by Morton, 1965* for the Patient Training Labora
tory, although the present emphasis was oriented to ade
quately functioning individuals.)
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At the start of the initial morning of the labora
tory, all members were given the first administration of
the Rotter,

At this time, they were also given the forms

for both Machiavellian scales, the Dogmatism Scale, and the
M-C SDS.

These tests they took home to complete that night

and to return the next morning.

All Ss were then divided

into two equal-sized groups with the only criterion for
selection being that Group A and Group B were representa
tional in terms of members from each of the small develop
ment groups and in terms of professional backgrounds of the
participants.

This selection into Groups A and B had no

effect on their training experience but only upon the timing
of their post-group evaluation.

Members of Group A were

given the second administration of the Rotter on the final
afternoon of the laboratory.

Members of Group B also met

briefly at this time for the purpose of arranging for their
follow-up.

These Ss were subsequently contacted 110 to 130

days later, and they were then given their post-laboratory
administration of the Rotter.
Control Group
In order to investigate any possibility of testretest relationships over an interposed time period which
might be seen apart from training influences, 40 additional
Ss were given all of the predictor tests and the Rotter at
one sitting and then were retested with the Rotter five days

later without having a laboratory experience.

This control

group consisted of 25 senior nursing students, five social
work students, five ministers, three graduate psychology
students, one registered nurse, and one occupational thera
pist.

These professional backgrounds are similar to those

of the experimental S s .

Relevant data for ages and for each

predictor test are given in Table 1 for the two laboratory
groups and for the controls.

On the basis of P tests for

means and standard deviations, none of the differences
between any of the groups approached statistical significance
except that the standard deviation for Group B on the M-C
SDS was less than that for Group A (p < .05) but not for the
controls.

While this indicates that some caution should be

used in comparing Group A with Group B on this single test,
the control group findings relating to the Rotter difference
scores as included below are considered to offer an adequate
basis of comparison for the experimental results.
RESULTS
The Rotter change scores for outcome ranged between
12 and -8 for all S s .

However, the mean change was only 0.35,

an amount which is virtually nothing.

These results were

similar for both laboratories and for immediate and followup groups.

This indicates that the sample when taken as a

whole showed no measurable change after training.

Table 1
Comparative Data for the Laboratory and
Control Groups

Age

Mach V

Macbi IV

Dogmatism

M-C SDS

Group
Mean Range

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

Mean

S.D.

A - immediate
(n = 21)

28.6

19-50

97.9

6.91

83.5

12.90

-20.8

19.88

11.8

6.43

B - 120 days
later
(n = 19)

25.1

20-42

96.4

7.22

79.2

9.88

-23.9

26.00

12.4

3 .86J

Control
(n = 40)

25.3

19-52

95.2

7.69

78.2

10.86

-15.8

23.75

12.1

5.81

aSignificantly different from Group A (p < .05) on a two-tailed F test but not from
controls. No other differences approach statistical significance.
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The picture becomes much different when the results
for each of the predictor tests are matched with the change
scores for the Rotter.
Table 2.

These correlations are given in

The same set of relationships have been determined

for just the second laboratory, which was the larger of the
two groups.

These correlations are given in Table 3.

It should be pointed out here that the criterion for
statistical significance for this study has been set at a
.05 level of confidence or better.

However, probabilities

at a .10 level have also been included as being suggestive
even though not definitely confirmative.

As may be noted,

the small number of Ss means that a relationship must be
quite strong In order to be significant.

In addition, all

significance levels for hypothesized relationships are based
on one-tailed tests, since the expected direction of outcome
was predicted.

On the other hand, all analyses of non

hypothesized relationships are based on two-tailed signifi
cance tests.

Finally, all probabilities have been reported

from chance levels unless otherwise indicated.
Hypothesis 1, which predicted a negative relation
ship between Machiavellianism and change, has found strong
support for Group A (immediate posttest) on both the Mach V
and Mach IV, both over the two laboratories together in
Table 2 and for the second laboratory alone In Table 3*

All

of these relationships are at a .05 level of confidence or
better, even for the very small number of Ss represented in

Table 2
Correlations Between Predictor Tests and Outcomes
on Sentence Completion for all Ss

Group

Dogmatism

M-C SDS

Mach V

Mach IV

A - immediate
(n = 21)

-.569a

-.590a

-.2^9

-.026

B - 120 days later
(n = 19)

-.305

-.122

-.257

-.309

Control
(n = 40

.07^

.201

College
(n = 36)

.203

-079

ap < .005 on a one-tailed t test.
y.

p < .01 on a two-tailed t test.

.4o8b
-.156

-.015
.078

Table 3
Correlations Between Predictor Tests and Outcomes on Sentence
Completion for Ss in Second Laboratory

Mach V

Mach IV

Dogmatism

M-C SDS

2A - immediate
(n = 13)

-.552b

-.655°

-,494b

-.281

2B - 120 days later
<n = 12)

-.450a

- .086

-.126

-.594

Group

ap <

.10on a one-tailed t test,

bp <

.05 on a one-tailed t test.

cp <

.01 on a one-tailed t test.

ro
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Table 3.

On the other hand, while all of the correlations

in Group B (follow-up) are in the predicted direction and
approach significance for the Mach V, the longer term pre
dictive value of the Machiavellian scales cannot be viewed
as confirmed.
Hypothesis 2, which predicted a negative relation
ship between Dogmatism and change, received its primary
significant support only from Group 2A in Table

3>

even

though all of the other correlations were in the predicted
direction.

It was also noted that both of the laboratory

outcomes in Table 2 were significantly different from the
control group (p < .01) on a one-tailed test.

But as will be

further discussed below, it would appear to be safer not to
place too much weight on this last finding until a little more
is known about the relationships between change scores and
Dogmatism.

In any case, correlations of this size are too

low to offer much predictive power.

On these bases, the

hypothesized relationship is viewed as only partially con
firmed by the given data.
Hypothesis 3, which predicted a positive relationship
between social approval needs and change, not only was not
confirmed on the basis of the M-C SDS scores and outcomes
but showed some tendencies in the other direction.

Since

these were unhypothesized results, a two-tailed test was used
and did not show significance for any of the correlations.
Nevertheless, the observed trend was a strong enough negation
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of the hypothesis as stated to suggest that the originally
predicted relationship should possibly be re-examined.
Hypothesis 4, which proposed that both immediate and
long-term changes would be found, received minimal support.
None of the correlations for the four-month follow-up were
significant.

But with the exception of the M-C SDS, it can

be noted that all of these relationships were in the predicted
direction.

While a single result of a magnitude of this size

following only one predictive test can be given little weight,
several predictors pointing in the same direction are much
more likely to be indicative of an underlying trend.

Neverthe

less, the present findings can merely suggest the possibility
that the predicted relationships are of more than immediate
duration.

This hypothesis must be viewed as unconfirmed by

the data.
The results for the control group are also given in
Table 2.

The most striking finding is the significant posi

tive correlation between Dogmatism and change.

In view of

the unexpected nature of this result, the question can be
posed as to whether this is a general finding or whether it
may be somewhat peculiar just to the control group.

To

investigate this issue further, 36 beginning psychology stu
dents at Louisiana State University were given all of the
predictor tests along with the two administrations of the
Rotter in a similar manner as the control group.

The findings
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for these college Ss are included at the bottom of Table 2.
It can be clearly noted that none of these relationships are
at more than a chance level.

Granted that this group is

definitely not matched with the controls, these data still
indicate the possibility that the control group result may be
spuriously high for Dogmatism.

These divergent results may

also raise a question about the reliability of the Dogmatism
Scale as a predictor of change.

But aside from this problem,

the most Important point is that nothing was found in the
direction of the control data that would tend to indicate any
need for doubt about accepting the above conclusions relating
to the laboratory outcomes as measured from a chance level.
The foregoing data analysis took into account only
the predicted changes in combining positive and negative
responses to the two administrations of the Rotter,

An

attempt was also made to determine If any of the detailed
categories could show consistent changes in relationship to
outcomes.

However, it was found that the categories of

withdrawing, dependency, inadequacy, rejection by others,
and coping were too infrequently scored to be used as a
source of independent data.

In about three-fourths of the

Rotter records, at least two or three of these categories
were not scored at all.

It can be noted that some of the

categories are rather similar In feeling content.

In par

ticular, this is true for depression and inadequacy as well
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as for coping and satisfaction.

On this basis, it was decided

to combine two or more categories in some Instances to get the
breakdown seen in Table 4.
groups with total scores.

The correlations related category
Significance tests were made only

for comparisons of the laboratory groups against the controls,
since the apparent high magnitudes of these correlations are
heavily dependent upon the nature of their part-whole relation
ships.

The purpose of this analysis was to try to uncover any

consistent indications that total change in either direction
could be particularly influenced by one or more of these
content categories to a greater extent than by the others.
While a reduction in feelings of depression and inadequacy
tended to be a little more highly correlated with overall
change for Group A than were any of the other categories, the
only significant finding here was that Group B Ss who showed
the most positive outcomes after the laboratory also tended to
show the most consistent changes in greater acceptance of
others (p < .001) when compared with the controls.

This sug

gests that improved feelings about others may be a lasting gain
following successful training and may develop only after a
period of several weeks or months after the end of the labora
tory .
Pattern Analysis
In order to Investigate the possibility that there
might be some distinct clusters of test scores pointing to

Table 4
Correlations for Sentence Completion Outcomes of Categories
Against Total Scores for All Ss

Group

Anger

Depression3-

Acceptance
of others

Satisfaction
and coping

A - immediate
(n = 21)

.430

.419

.416

.682

B - 120 days later
(n = 19)

.351

.436

.837b

.548

Control
(n = 40)

.348

.747

.190

.567

a Includes categories of depression, inadequacy , withdrawing, and feelings of
rejection.
bp < .001 on two-tailed t test (compared with controls).

u>
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certain personality traits that could be specifically related
to differences in outcomes, an analysis was done in which the
four predictor test scores for all Ss within each group were
intercorrelated on the basis of rpJ the coefficient of pattern
similarity (see Cattell, 19^9).
cluded in Appendix B.

These correlations are in

In general, about

80%

of the Ss showed

marked interrelationships within themselves with the qualifi
cation that test scores tended to be consistently low, middle,
or high for any given S.

The other 20 % tended to show rather

varying patterns of low and high test scores for individual Ss,
but there was not enough commonality of such profiles to be
called a cluster.

Not only did these few correlate negatively

with most of the other scores but they generally showed little
consistency among themselves.

It was also noted that the Ss

with deviant patterns on the rp

analysis included some of those

whose outcome scores were markedly at variance with the gen
erally predicted relationships.

This suggests that accuracy

of prediction might beconsiderably improved if
correction or adjustment could be
effects of these deviant scores.

some kind of

made in order to reduce the
Appendix C discusses this

possibility for future research.
DISCUSSION
The statistically most significant finding In this
study is that both the

Mach V and Mach IV tests appear to

have had some value in

predicting which Ss expressed themselves
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more positively at the end of this laboratory experience than
at the beginning of it.

While some of this feeling of well

being may have just reflected their general satisfaction built
up during the week, yet it can be noted that the trends gen
erally followed those initially hypothesized.

It was the more

emotionally oriented and less manipulative Individual who seems
to have shown the greatest gains of the nature of those des
cribed above.

Expressed in another way, such a participant

appears to have been more responsive than the high Machiavellian
to those influences of the experience which might move him
towards satisfaction and better feelings towards others.
The fact that there was little change seen In the
group as a whole means that such results would have been
covered up without some kind of breakdown such as was made
possible through the use of the predictor tests.

However,

since some change scores were negative rather than positive,
it becomes apparent that some Ss showed greater discomfort
rather than increased well-being following the week.

This

raises the question as to whether such persons could have
found the experience not only of little value but possibly
even somewhat detrimental.

As Glad (1959) has observed,

change does not necessarily mean Improvement.

Similarly,

Bergin (1966) has noted that some patients in therapy may
show negative outcomes.

It should always be remembered that

any experience that can be meaningful and powerful enough to
benefit a person also has a potentiality to hurt him.

Labo-

ratory training, like psychotherapy, is not for everyone.
The present study focuses on this problem in that it has
tried to demonstrate predicted relationships between
selected personality variables and the amount and direction
of changes following such an experience.

It can also be

pointed out that many studies in both therapy and laboratory
training have difficulty establishing clear evidence of any
overall change at all.

It seems quite possible that nega

tive results from some individuals may, In many cases,
obscure beneficial outcomes for others.
As was described in the r

analysis above, there was

little real clustering of scores except in terms of a single
basic tendency.

Low scores on one test were generally re

lated to low scores on the others, while highs were associ
ated with highs.

This is what one can expect from moderately

correlated predictor tests.

Apparently, a low manipulative

individual tends to be low In dogmatic attitudes as well as
to be fairly open in looking at this own behavior.

He also

tends to be a good candidate for a laboratory training
group.

On the other hand, a high manipulator tends to be

more dogmatic and more defensive about looking at himself.
Since such a person often obtained negative change scores,
this indicates that he may feel more upset at the end of
the group than when he came.

One can speculate that the

high Machiavellian might frequently become confronted by
others for his lack of involvement, his attempts to control,
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and/or his tendencies towards dogmatic attitudes.

Should

too much friction and antagonism develop, it might well be
a negative enough experience for him so that he would tend
to strengthen rather than relax his interpersonal defenses.
One more point is worth making here.

The direction

of changes indicated by this data does not seem to be
equivalent to the trainees' opinions of what they gained.
For instance, many comments were volunteered on various
occasions after the end of the laboratory.

It was noted

that those with negative outcomes often expressed as many
favorable Impressions about their experience as those with
more positive outcomes.

Once again, one can recall Miles's

(1965) finding that the perceptions of the participants
were not significantly correlated to other measures of
change.
It has been observed that the results for the M-C
SDS trended rather strongly in the unpredicted direction.
Even while not statistically significant, these findings
suggested that It might be well to take another look at the
hypothesized relationship.

At the time this study was de

signed, it was assumed that persons who were concerned for
the feelings of others and who wished their approval would
respond more positively to group pressures than would those
who were more prone to disregard what others might think and
wish.

It was also assumed that the M-C SDS would tend to

measure this trait.

However, now on closer examination of

I

this test, it would appear that high and low scores actually
may mean something quite different from this.

It seems more

probable that a person's need to put down a socially ac
ceptable response, no matter how unlikely the indicated
behavior, may be a description of a rigid and insensitive
person.

On the other hand, a low-scoring person is willing

to give an honest answer, even when it may not put him in
the best light, and so may actually be the person who is
open and flexible enough to take a good look at his own be
havior, even when it is uncomfortable to him.

This viewpoint

is supported by the Strickland and Crowne (1963) findings
that high need-for-approval patients in psychotherapy are
seen by therapists as more defensive and avoidant, as making
less progress in therapy, and as terminating treatment
earlier than low need-for-approval patients.

On this basis

and in accordance with the obtained direction of the find
ings, one might expect that it should actually be the low
scorer on the M-C SDS who will make the most positive change
following training.

Such a possibility may warrant further

investigation, particularly in view of the high follow-up
correlation obtained for the second laboratory.
Early in the analysis of the data it was noted that
the first laboratory showed somewhat haphazard outcomes,
whereas the second showed much more clearcut trends.

One

can ask whether the earlier laboratory participants actually
had as meaningful an experience as the later ones.

It is

possible that some observations of the present experimenter
have some bearing on this situation.

For instance, he

expressed his concern several times to the program director
as to whether members of one' of the leaderless development
groups in particular was actually having much meaningful
Interaction.

Even as late as the third day in the week,

they were usually leaving their small group meetings with
a few minutes after getting together rather than seeming to
become involved in more extended interactions or in any
serious here-and-now working through of conflicts.

There

was also a question as to whether the chance arrangement
of membership in some of the development groups led to
sufficient balance to allow even close to optimal confron
tation and dealing with problems.

In any case, there ap

pears to be a reasonable possibility that the second labo
ratory may have been a much more worthwhile experience than
the first.

One is reminded here once again of Kiesler's

(1966) query as to whether "therapy" is, in actuality,
always really therapeutic.

But the pitfall here is to

assume that no group has value just because the one or two
being studied give little in the way of significant results.
Since many of the correlations for the second laboratory
alone were found to be significant, this offers confir
mation that the pretests did have some predictive value for
this limited sample apart from any references to the first
laboratory.
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Since the present study has used a limited sample
size, it might be well at this point to review some of the
issues involved.

One of the risks is that it can frequently

happen that very real relationships are not confirmed.

It

may also occur that obtained results can turn out larger or
smaller than if one were to use a bigger sample.

This last

means that some of the findings obtained may be spuriously
high or low so that caution must be taken in using them for
interpretations and practical predictions.

On the other

hand, it is possible with a large enough number of Ss to make
any differences significant, often even chance ones.

Per

haps the biggest question concerns the search for statistical
significance as against the practical utility of results.

A

very minimal difference can often have no real predictive
value.

In contrast to this, it can be hoped that a pre

dictive instrument can say something meaningful about even
a small group of potential participants.

This means that

if a significant relationship cannot be found with only a
few Ss, one may wonder to what extent it is worth finding
at all.

This becomes particularly so in a field like labo

ratory training in which there are almost limitless un
controlled and uncontrollable variables that may affect the
outcome.

The problem here is that too many restrictions set

on planning and conducting such an experience can raise the
risk of making it artificial, sterile, and meaningless.
Still one more limitation of a small sample is that

results can not be generalized as far as with a larger and
more diverse selection of S s .

Nevertheless, significant

findings from a larger group that are too small to have
practical value are unlikely to warrant much generalizability either.

In view of the above, the use of a small

subject pool in this study is defended on the grounds that
it is hoped that the results will be noticeable enough to
be important even above the influence of uncontrolled
factors.

This might offer an incentive for further and more

extensive investigations so as to lead to as great an even
tual utilitarian value as possible.
When the original categories for the scoring of the
Rotter were developed for this study, it was hoped that some
useful differentiations in the S's feelings could be identi
fied.

However, the data in Table 4 did not show enough

significant trends from which to draw any clearcut conclu
sions.

Nevertheless, a couple of interesting speculations

may be drawn.

To begin with, the significance of the

acceptance of others category for the follow-up group sug
gests that participants may have slowly become more aware
of, and more comfortable with, those about them in the period
following the laboratory, particularly since this category
was not significant for Group A.

This is consistent with

observations by Harrison (1966) and by Schutz and Allen
(1966) that it may take several months for changes really to
become seen and integrated in the personality.

Significant
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progress takes time to develop so that what may be expected
to happen in just a single week is limited.

While such a

confrontation is important, it is only the beginning of a
process which allows a person to begin learning to adapt in
new ways that may aid his adjustment with others as well as
himself.
To look at this issue a little more deeply, perhaps
the insignificant trend in the intercategory data for Group
A may be suggestive of a rather undifferentiated feeling of
well-being immediately after the laboratory which only
slowly becomes organized into real change for those Ss who
do benefit.

In fact, even though it is not significant,

this Is also what could be, at least, indicated by the
moderately lowered depression and Inadequacy category as
based on the controls, since this represents a reduction of
negative and pessimistic attitudes.

Taken from another view

point, it is also possible that an initial reaction of good
feeling promotes interactions in which others tend to feel
more comfortable in their turn.

Thus, after training, one

may find a process of mutual relaxation in many relation
ships which allows the former participant to learn to drop
some of his defenses that he now finds less necessary.

Even

these limited data raise some worthwhile questions as to the
direction of movement after laboratory training which will
hopefully lead to further research and clarifications on
the nature of personality changes that may be expected.

Implications of this Study
What one can hope for ideally is that studies such
as this may eventually lead the way in determining who may
or may not be expected to benefit from specific programs in
laboratory training.

At the present time, the implicit

assumption is sometimes made that anyone can benefit from a
group experience.

On this basis, one may see whole groups,

such as the nursing students above or even, perhaps, junior
executives in business, being recommended for such training.
While there did not happen to be a price of admission to the
above program, laboratory training can often be very expen
sive in both time and money.

It would be very advantageous

to be able to start with a group of potential candidates and
be able to give a few short tests to help determine who might
or might not be expected to do well.

This is not to say that

those less likely to gain something should be unconditionally
rejected if they wish to come, but they could at least be
given some view of what they might or might not be able to
expect.

This would enable them to make a better decision as

to whether or not they wish to participate.

It might be that

such cautionary measures in these instances would also serve
a secondary beneficial function.

For instance, in clinical

settings, a careful exploration of a person’s motivations
and goals can be utilized to orient them in the direction of
gaining an optimal experience by helping them to approach
a therapeutic situation realistically in terms of deeply

felt personal goals rather than with a defensive or avoidant
attitude.

It is possible that this kind of introduction

could also be of value to highly Machiavellian and/or dog
matic individuals who are about to attend a laboratory.
As is true of most laboratory research, the present
study was made on a nonpatient population sample.

But this

does not mean that there are no commonalities between non
patient and patient groups.

Besides there being many

therapy groups, patient laboratories are becoming in
creasingly seen, as at the Houston V.A.

In the past, much

evalutaion of patient outcome has been done on the basis of
somewhat unreliable psychiatric diagnostic categories like
neurosis, psychosis, and the like.

It is hoped that simple

objective predictive instruments such as were used In this
study may also be shown to have eventual utility for many
kinds of group therapy programs as well.
Nevertheless, one must also use some caution in just
how far it is possible to generalize.

In this case, the

whole laboratory was planned as a fairly nondirective ex
periencing and confrontation with the goals of personal
growth and greater interpersonal understanding.
not the only program that one might follow.

But this is

It is con

ceivable that a more directive approach and/or the use of
stronger personal confrontations by a leader might work
better for high Mach participants.
group might make a difference.

In addition, a longer

A more practically oriented

group might well appeal to the Machiavellian emphasis on
tasks and goals over people.

For instance, Glad, Eddy,

Dupre, and Timmons in an unpublished paper have distin
guished between laboratory formats which include emphasis
on organizational experiences as against purely inter
personal interactions and learnings.

By changing the goals,

one might well discover that it will be a different kind of
person who will make the best participant and achieve optimal
benefits.

However, this is one of many questions that have

been raised during this discussion which may give basis for
further research.

The present study has indicated that

relationships may exist between the measurable personality
variables of Machiavellian and Dogmatism and subsequent
change following training.

Perhaps the next step is to in

vestigate many varying groups and laboratory programs in
order to determine how far one can generalize from these
findings.
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APPENDIX A
A guide is presented here to the scoring categories
for the Rotter Incomplete Sentences.
Examples are given
for borderline scored responses (+) and nonscored responses
(-) for each category.
1. Anger:
Other people - are sometimes thoughtless
(+).
Sometimes - I enjoy deceiving others (+).
Men - kill
(+).
People - think mostly of themselves (-). What annoys
me - is going to work in the morning (-).
2. Withdrawal:
Other people - bore me (+).
I like
- to be ignored sometimes (+).
Sports - don't Interest me
any more (+).
The happiest time - is childhood (-). At
bedtime - one should forget problems (-).
3. Dependency:
I wish - that others would look up
to me (+). My father - dominates me (+).
I suffer - only
when someone I love suffers (+). What pains me - pains my
sister (-).
I need - some stability (-).
4. Inadequacy:
The only trouble - is the future
(+).
I can't - help It (+).
I can't - be perfectly good
(+).
In school - I d o n ’t always do as well as I would like
to (-).
I - often do not finish things that I start (-).
5. Depression:
I feel - tired (+). Back home - is
nowhere to me (+). My greatest worry is - why some people
like to kill (+). What pains me - isn't always physical (-).
I want to know - why I behave the way I do (-).
6. Rejection by others:
I want to know - why some
times people I like don't like me back (+).
I failed - to
get somebody to like me back (+).
Marriage - is for everyone
but me, and that's not by choice (+).
Other people - just
won't try to understand me (-).
I wish - that I were a more
likable person (-).
7. Acceptance of others:
Men - are adorable mascu
line creatures (+).
I feel sympathetic towards criminals
(+).
I like - people who stand up for what they believe (+).
I like - my dog Boy (-),
I want to know - more about people
and groups (-).
8. Coping:
The future - is a great adventure (+).
I - am not perfect but I try (+).
I failed - many things,
but if I wanted something I tried again (+).
I am best
when - acting according to my convictions (-).
I suffer very little (-).
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9. Satisfaction:
This place - is my
lishment of work (+). Reading - is a release
best - time of my life is now (+).
Dancing in the moonlight (-) . I like - snow and cold

chosen establ(+). The
is beautiful
weather (-).

10. Defensiveness:
When I was a child - I was much
younger (+).
I - think, therefore I am (+). My father was perfect (+ ).. My father - was a good man (-). Men - be 
have differently than women (-).
A reponse should fit into no more than one cate
gory.
When a choice of scorings is possible, the one should
be picked which appears most representative for the response.
Many responses may not fit conveniently into any
category.
In such a case, that item will not receive a
score.
The scorer should feel no urgency to force any re
sponse into a category.
It has been found that some records
may have as few as only 15 scorable responses out of the 40,
while on other records most of them may be scored.
No-score responses generally fit Into one of four
sub-categories:
(a) statements of fact or of opinion which
lack any real emotional expression; (b) feelings for which
no category exists, as striving and hoping:
(c) moralizing
statements or statements of ideals; and (d) balanced state
ments expressing both positive and negative feelings of
equal weight.
Borderline no-score responses are contrasted
with scorable responses as follows:
(a) Reading - is a way of learning new things (-).
A mother - is the closet thing to a child (-). Reading is a great pleasure (9+)*
(b) I need - to know more about people (-).
I want to accomplish many things (-).
I wish - I could start
my life over again (6+).
(c) A mother - should be loving and understanding
(-). Marriage - should be a feeling, not a contract (-).
My father - should have stood up for himself more (2+).
(d) People - are good if I know them; If not, they are
untrustworthy strangers (-). Sports - are fun to play but
not to watch (-). Back home - is fine, if I don't have to
associate overly with my family (2+).
Using a moderately trained but psychological un
sophisticated second scorer, an absolute interscorer agree
ment for all categories of 6 f % was attained on the basis
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of 1000 responses.
However, this detailed breakdown Into
these categories was not essential to determining the out
come score for single Ss, since change was indicated by a
summation of positive and negative responses.
So when only
this plus and minus direction was taken into account, inter
scorer agreement was calculated at 86^.
In determining this
last figure, whereas a plus by one scorer on an item com
pared to a minus by the other scorer was considered as a
clear disagreement, a plus or minus when compared with a
no-score on an item was taken as only a halfway disagreement.
These agreement figures are felt to show sufficient objecttivity for the scoring categories on which to base the
conclusions of this study.
It was originally proposed to use an ego threat
category in addition to the above.
However, this was
dropped for two reasons:
(1) Despite previously published
figures, present interscorer reliability for critical items
was difficult to obtain.
For instance, on the basis of 200
responses, present interscorer agreement can be nominally
claimed at 8 5 % *
This figure compares favorably with the
coefficient of .89 given for two scorers by Dorris et a l .
(195^).
However, about 75$ of responses were scored minus
(i.e., free of ego threat) with little question.
On criti
cal items where one had to make a clear judgment as to plus
or minus on this category, there was only a 40# agreement
between scorers, even after several hours of discussion and
working together on this scoring discrimination.
Thus, the
high reliability may be more apparent than real.
(2) This
category primarily overlapped the negative ones above and
offered nothing new or significant in evaluating the data
that was not essentially included in the rest of the cate
gories .
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APPENDIX B
On the following two pages are included the corre
lation matrices for the rp analysis.

While most of the Ss

show many positive correlations, it may be noted in the
matrix for Group A that S numbers 3,

and 10 have no more

than three positive correlations each.

These are examples

of deviant patterns.
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APPENDIX C
Proposed study to correct for deviant scores
It has been noted earlier that the deviant patterns
of the rD analysis included a small number of Ss who showed
outcome scores that were markedly discrepant with the pre
dicted relationships.
This raises the question as to
whether it might not be possible to be able to develop some
method of picking such Individuals on the basis of their
score patterns.
If one could select out just a few poten
tial Ss as being unpredictable, this might serve to raise
appreciably the accuracy for the rest.
Therefore, it will
now be attempted to look for any possibly useful relation
ships between the test scores that were obtained.
To begin with, If one were to select only Ss with
test scores in the lower half on the Machiavellian scales
and also on the Dogmatism Scale, it would be possible to
state with a fair degree of confidence that any S taken from
this small group showed benefits from training.
Unfortu
nately, such a procedure as a basis for prediction would also
mean that the great majority of Ss would either be eliminated
from the sample or else would not be Included under this
schema.
Perhaps, it is best to start with the Mach V, since
this test is seen as having the greatest overall predictive
value when both immediate and follow-up data are taken into
account.
One would like to consider a predictive formula
based on multiple regression components.
However, accuracy
for the Mach V would not be greatly improved, since the
effects of the few deviant Ss would still reduce the predic
tive potential of the other tests.
What is sought here is a
technique of utilizing some of the other test data as sort
of a correctional factor to be used with the Mach V scores
but yet eliminating very few individuals as being unpredicable.
Since the Mach IV is just an earlier form of the Mach
V and contains the same test content, it does not seem to
offer enough that is different or useful to indicate that It
should sharpen the predictive power of the Mach V. Likewise,
when one looks either at the hypothesized direction for
M-C SDS or at the obtained results, no readily apparent
tendencies are noted which might lend themselves to con
tribute markedly in the direction of increased predictive
accuracy for the Mach V.
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In contrast to this, the situation is quite different
with the Dogmatism Scale.
The correlation between this test
and the Mach V on the basis of 82 Ss was found to be .256
(p < .05), thus showing a moderately positive relationship.
Apparently, both tests often tend to measure something simi
lar.
On the other hand, an examination of individual scores
indicates a few instances of great disparity between the two.
For example, a low Mach V score occasionally corresponds to
an extremely high Dogmatism score and vice versa.
It is as
if two scores may be either very closely related to each
other or else very much in opposite directions with rela
tively little middle ground.
From a predictive standpoint,
this means that it may be possible to increase greatly the
accuracy of the Mach V for most Ss merely by eliminating the
few deviant individuals noted on the Dogmatism Scale.
To
check this out, the correlations for Groups A and B of the
predictor tests against the outcomes were run again after
dropping any S on the following criteria:
Mach V at 95 or under and Dogmatism more than -10
Mach V over 95 and Dogmatism less than -55
That this correction only catches
denced by the fact that the total
sample over both laboratories was
These findings are given in Table

a few extreme Ss is evi
number of Ss of the whole
only reduced by four.
5.

Upon looking at these correlations, two aspects b e
come immediately apparent. To begin with, the predictability
for the Mach IV and the M-C SDS are not appreciably changed,
Therefore, they will not be dealt with more at this point.
On the other hand, the accuracy for the Mach V is somewhat
improved, while that for the Dogmatism Scale is markedly
increased.
It becomes obvious that the few deviant scores
may, in fact, cover up considerable predictive validity for
this second instrument. Furthermore, these deviant individ
uals can be picked up from the pretest discrepancies between
the Mach V and the Dogmatism Scale.
It should be noted that
all of the corrected findings based on these two tests are
statistically significant or very close to it.
In addition,
the size of the relationships obtained are enough to have
some practical value.
It is felt that a replication of this
study should be undertaken in order to determine whether
these relationships are just peculiar to the present Ss or
if they will also hold for other samples as well.
It is recognized that this kind of correction does
admit an inability to predict for a few S s . For this reason,
an elimination procedure may well not be acceptable to
all.
Yet this is definitely not meant to imply that such
scores merely result from some chance factor or that they

Table 5
Corrected Correlations Between Predictor Tests and Outcomes on
Sentence Completion Omitting Pour Deviant Dogmatic Ss

Dogmatism

Mach V

Mach IV

A - immediate
(n = 19)

-*576c

-.482b

-. 4 7 8b

-.159

B - 120 days later
(n = 17 )

- •3^5a

-.146

-.406a

-.246

Group

M-C SDS

ap < .10 on a one-tailed t_ test.
p < .05 on a one-tailed t test.
cp < .005 on a one-tailed t test.

VJl
00
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are in some other way invalid and of no Importance.
They
are felt here to represent clearly defined profiles of per
sons who may be a little different from the ordinary, al
though there is no real basis for explaining these deviant
patterns from the obtained data.
Tha major point here is
that a few Ss can cover up an important relationship for
the rest and that these few cannot be handled under the
present predictive framework.
In general, the justification
for this approach is that it does improve predictive accuracy
for the large majority of S s .
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APPENDIX D
Tests used as predictors
Mach V Attitude Inventory
You will find 20 groups of statements listed below.
Each group is composed of three statements.
Each statement
refers to a way of thinking about people or things in
general.
They reflect opinions and not matters of fact—
there are no "right" or "wrong" answers and different people
have been found to agree with different statements.
Please read each of the three statements in each
group.
Then decide first which of the statements is most
true or comes the closest to describing your own beliefs.
Circle a plus (+) in the space provided on the answer sheet.
Just decide which of the remaining two statements is
most false or is the farthest from your own beliefs.
Circle
the minus (-) in the space provided on the answer sheet.
Here is an example:
Most
True
A.
B.
C.

It is easy to persuade people but hard
to keep them persuaded.
Theories that run counter to common
sense are a waste of time.
It is only common sense to go along
with what other people are doing and
not be too different.

Most
False

©
O

In this case, statement B would be the one you be
lieve in most strongly and A and C would be ones that are
not as characteristic of your opinion.
Statement C would
be the one you believe in least strongly and is least
characteristic of your beliefs.
You will find some of the choices easy to make;
others will be quite difficult.
Do not fail to make a choice
no matter how hard it may be.
You will mark two statements
in each group of three— the one that comes the closest to
your own beliefs with a + and the one farthest from your be
liefs with a -. The remaining statement should be left un
marked .
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Do

no omit any groups of statements.

1 . A.
B.
C.
2.

A.
B.
C,

3.

A.
B.
C.

4.

A.
B.
C.

5.

A.
B.
C.

6.

A.
B.
C.

7.

A.
B.

It takes more imagination to be a successful criminal
than a successful business man.
The phrase, "the road to hell is paved with good
intentions," contains a lot of truth.
Most men forget more easily the death of their father
than the loss of their property.
Men are more concerned with the car they drive than
with the clothes their wives wear.
It is very important that imagination and creativity
in children be cultivated.
People suffering from incurable diseases should have
the choice of being put painlessly to death.
Never tell anyone the real reason you did something
unless it is useful to do so.
The well-being of the individual is the goal that
should be worked for before anything else.
Once a truly intelligent person makes up his mind
about the answer to a problem he rarely continues
to think about it.
People are getting so lazy and self-indulgent that
it Is bad for our country.
The best way to handle people is to tell them what
they want to hear.
It would be a good thing if people were kinder to
others less fortunate than themselves.
Most people are basically good and kind.
The best criteria for a wife or husband is compati
bility— other characteristics are nice but not
essential.
Only after a man has gotten what he wants from life
should he concern himself with the injustices in the
w orld.
Most people who get ahead in the world lead clean,
moral lives.
Any man worth his salt shouldn't be blamed for put
ting his career above his family.
People would be better off if they were concerned
less with how to do things and more what to do.
A good teacher is one who points out unanswered ques
tions rather than gives explicit answers.
When you ask someone to do something for you, it is
best to give the real reasons for wanting it rather
than giving reasons which might carry more weight.
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C.
8.

A.

9.

A.

The construction of such monumental works as the
Egyptian pyramids was worth the enslavement of the
workers who built them.
B. Once a way of handling problems has been worked out
it is best to stick to it.
C . One should take action only when sure that it is
morally r ight.

B.
C.
10.

A.
B.
C.

11.

A.
B.
C.

12.

A.
B.
C.

13.

A.
B.
C.

14.

A person's job is the best single guide as to the
sort of person he is.

A.
B.
C.

The world would be a much better place to live in if
people would let the future take care of itself and
concern themselves only with enjoying the present.
It is wise to flatter Important people.
Once a decision has been made, it is best to keep
changing it as new circumstances arise.
It is a good policy to act as If you are doing the
things you do because you have no other choice.
The biggest difference between most criminals and
other people is that criminals are stupid enough to
get caught.
Even the most hardened and vicious criminal has a
spark of decency somewhere within him.
All in all, it is better to be humble and honest than
to be important and dishonest.
A man who is able and willing to work hard has a good
chance of succeeding in whatever he wants to do.
If a thing does not help us in our daily lives, it
is not very important.
A person
which he
Too many
There is

shouldn’t
thinks is
criminals
no excuse

be punished for breaking a law
unreasonable.
are not punished for their crime.
for lying to someone else.

Generally speaking, men won't work hard unless they're
forced to do so.
Every person is entitled to a second chance, even after
he commits a serious mistake.
People who can't make up their minds aren't worth
bothering a b ou t.
A man's first responsibility Is to his wife, not his
mot he r.
Most men are brave.
It's best to pick friends that are intellectually
stimulating rather than ones it is comfortable to
be around.
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15.

A*
B,
C.

16.

A.
B.
C.

17.

A.
B.
C.

1 8 . A.
B.
C.
19.

A.
B.
C.

20.

A.
B.
C.

There are very few people In the world worth con
cerning oneself about.
It is hard to get ahead without cutting corners
here and there.
A capable person motivated for his own gain is more
useful to society than a well-meaning but ineffec
tive on e .
It is best to give others the impression that you
can change your mind easily.
It is a good working policy to keep on good terms
with everyone.
Honesty is the best policy in all cases.
It is possible to be good in all respects.
To help oneself is good; to help others even better.
War and threats of war are unchangeable facts of
human life.
Barnum was probably
at least one sucker
Life is pretty dull
some excitement.
Most people would be
their emotions.

right when he said that there's
born every minute.
unless one deliberately stirs up
better off if they controlled

Sensitivity to the feelings of others is worth more
than poise in social situations.
The ideal society is one where everybody knows his
place and accepts it.
It is safest to assume that all people have a vicious
streak and it will come out when they are given a
chance.
People who talk about abstract problems usually
don't know what they are talking about.
Anyone who completely trusts anyone else is asking
for trouble.
It is essential for the functioning of a democracy
that everyone v ot es .
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OPINION INVENTORY (Mach IV)
Listed below are a number of statements.

Each

represents a commonly held opinion and there are no right
or wrong answers.

You will probably disagree with some

items and agree with others.

We are interested in the ex

tent to which you agree or disagree with such matters of
opinion.
Read each statement carefully.

Then indicate the

extent to which you agree or disagree by circling the number
In front of each statement.
If you agree strongly

circle +3

If you agree somewhat

circle + 2

If you agree slightly

circle +1

If you disagree slightly

circle -1

If you disagree somewhat

circle -2

If you disagree strongly

circle -3

First impressions are usually best in such matters.
Read each statement, decide if you agree or disagree and the
strength of your opinion, and then circle the appropriate
number in front of the statement.

Give your opinion on

every statement.
If you find that the numbers to be used In answering
do not adequately Indicate your own opinion, use the one which
Is closest to the way you feel.
The statements follow.
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3

-2 -1

+1 +2

+3

1.

Never tell anyone the real
reason you did something un
less it is useful to do so.'

3

-2

-1

+1

+2+3

2.

The best way to handle people
Is to tell them what they want
to hear.

3

-2

-1

+1

+2+3

3.

One should take action only
when sure it is morally right.

3

-2 -1

Most people are basically
good and kind.

+1 + 2 + 3

3

-2

-1

+1

+

2 + 3

5-

It is safest to assume that
all people have a vicious
streak and it will come out
when they are given a chance.

3

-2

-1

+1

+2 + 3

6.

Honesty is the best policy in
all c a s e s .

3

-2

-1

+1

+2+3

7.

There is no excuse for lying
to someone else.

3

-2

-1

+1

+2 + 3

8.

Generally speaking, men won't
work hard unless they're
forced to do so.

3

-2

-1

+1

+2+3

9.

All in all, it is better to
be humble and honest than to
be important and dishonest.

3

-2 -1

+1 +2

+3

10.

When you ask someone to do
something for you, it is best
to give the real reasons for
wanting it rather than giving
reasons which carry more weight.

3

-2 -1

+1 +2

+3

11.

Most people who get ahead in
the world lead clean, moral
lives.

3

-2 -1

+1 +2

+3

12.

Anyone who completely trusts
anyone else is asking for
trouble.

3

-2 -1

+1 +2

+3

13.

The biggest difference between
most criminals and other people
is that the criminals are
stupid enough to get caught.
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-3

-2 -1

+1

+2

+3

1*1.

Most men are brave.

-3

-2 -1

+1

+2

+3

15.

It is wise to flatter im
portant people.

-3

-2 -1

+1

+2

+3

16.

It Is possible to be good
in all respects.

-3

-2 -1

+1

+2

+3

17•

Barnum was wrong when he said
that there's a sucker born
every minute.

-3

-2 -1

+1

+2

+3

18.

It is hard to get ahead
without cutting corners
here and there.

-3

-2 -1

+1

+2

+3

19.

People suffering from In
curable diseases should have
the choice of being put pain
lessly to death.

-3

-2 -1

+1

+2

+3

20.

Most men forget more easily
the death of their father
than the loss of their
property.
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Dogmatism Scale
(BELIEF SURVEY)
The following is a study of what the general public thinks
and feels about a number of important social and personal
questions.
The best answer to each statement below is your
personal opinion. We have tried to cover many different and
opposing points of view; you may find yourself agreeing
strongly with some of the statements, disagreeing just as
strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about still
others; whether you agree or disagree with any statement,
you can be sure that many people feel the same as you do.
Mark each statement in the left margin according to how much
you agree or disagree with it.
Please mark every one.
Write +1, +2, +3, or -1, -2, -3» depending on how you feel
in each case,
+1:
+2:
+3:

I AGREE A LITTLE
I AGREE ON THE WHOLE
I AGREE VERY MUCH

-1:
-2:
-3:

I DISAGREE A LITTLE
I DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
I DISAGREE VERY MUCH

1.

The United States and Russia have just about nothing
in common.

2.

The highest form of government is a democracy and
the highest form of democracy is a government run
by those who are most intelligent.

3.

Even though freedom of speech for all groups is a
worthwhile goal, it Is unfortunately necessary to
restrict the freedom of certain political groups.

4.

It is only natural that a person would have a much
better acquaintance with ideas he believes In than
with ideas he opposes.

5-

Man on his own is a helpless and miserable creature.

6.

Fundamentally, the world we live in is a pretty
lonesome place.

7.

Most people just don't give a "damn" for others.

_____ 8.

I'd like it if I could find someone who would tell
me how to solve my personal problems.
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9.
10.

It Is only natural for a person to be rather fear
ful of the future.
There is so much to be done and so little time to
do it in.

11.

Once I get wound up in a heated discussion I just
can't stop.

12.

In a discussion I often find it necessary to re
peat myself several times to make sure I am being
understood.

13.

In
a heated discussion I generally become so
absorbed in what I am going to say that I forget
to listen to what the others are saying.

14.

It
is better to be a dead hero than to be a live
coward.

15.

While I don't like to admit this even to myself,
my secret ambition is to become a great man, like
Einstein, or Beethoven, or Shakespeare.

16.

The main thing in life is for a person to want to
do something important.

17.

If given the chance I would give something of
great benefit to the world.

18.

In the history of mankind there have probably been
just a handful of really great thinkers.

19.

There are a number of people I have come to hate
because of the things they stand for.

20.

A man who does not believe in some great cause has
not really lived.

21.

It is only when a person devotes himself to an
Ideal or cause that life becomes meaningful.

22.

Of all the different philosophies which exist in
this world there is probably only one which is
correct.

23.

A person who gets enthusiastic about too many
causes is likely to be a pretty "wishy-washy" sort
of person.
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24.

To compromise with our political opponents is
dangerous because it usually leads to the be
trayal of our own side.

25.

When it comes to differences of opinion in re
ligion we must be careful not to compromise with
those who believe differently from the way we do.

26.

In times like these, a person must be pretty
selfish if he considers primarily his own happi
ness .

27.

The worst crime a person could commit is to
attack publicly the people who believe in the
same thing he d o e s .

28.

In times like these it is often necessary to be
more on guard against Ideas put out by people or
groups in one's own camp than by those In the
opposing camp.

29.

A group which tolerates too much difference of
opinion among its own members cannot exist for
long.

30.

There are two kinds of people in this world:
those who are for the truth and those who are
against the truth.

31.

My blood boils whenever a person stubbornly re
fuses to admit he's wrong.

32.

A person who thinks primarily of his own happi
ness is beneath contempt.

33.

Most of the ideas which get printed nowadays
aren't worth the paper they are printed on.

34.

In this complicated world of ours the only way
we can know what is going on Is to rely on
leaders or experts who can be trusted.

35-

It Is often desirable to reserve judgment about
what is going on until one has had a chance to
hear the opinions of those one respects.

3 6 . In the long run the best way to live is to pick
friends and associates whose tastes and beliefs
are the same as o n e 's o w n .
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37.

The present is all too often full of unhappiness.
It Is only the future that counts.

3 8 . If a man is to accomplish his mission in life it
is sometimes necessary to gamble "all or nothing at
all."
39.

Unfortunatelyj a good many people with whom I have
discussed important social and moral problems don't
really understand what is going on.

40.

Most people just don't know what is good for them.
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Marlowe-Crowne
Social Desirability Scale
(PERSONAL REACTION INVENTORY)
Listed below are a number of statements concerning personal
attitudes and traits. Read each Item and decide whether
the statement is TRUE or FALSE as it pertains to you per
sonally .
1.

Before voting I thoroughly investigate the quali
fications of all the candidiates.

2.

I never hesitate to go out of my way to help
someone in trouble.

3-

It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work
if I am not encouraged.

4.

I have never intensely disliked anyone.

5.

On occasion I have had doubts about my ability to
succeed in life.

6.

I sometimes feel resentful when I d o n ’t get my way.

7.

I am

8.

My table manners at home are as good as when I eat
out In a restaurant.

9.

If I
sure

always careful about my manner of dress.

could get into a movie without paying and be
I was not seen I would probably do It.

10.

On a few occasions, I have given up doing something
because I thought too little of my ability.

11.

I like to gossip at times.

12.

There have been times when I felt like rebelling
against people in authority even though I knew they
were r i g h t .

13.

No matter who I ’m talking to, I'm always a good
listener.
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14.

I can remember "playing sick" to get out of some
thing.

15.

There have been occasions when I took advantage
of someone.

16.

I ’m always willing to admit it when I make a
mistake.

17.

I always try to practice what I preach.

18.

I d o n ’t find it particularly difficult to get
along with loud mouthed, obnoxious people.

19.

I sometimes try to get even rather than forgive
and forget.

20.

When I don't know something I don't at all mind
admitting it.

21.

I am always courteous, even to people who are
disagreeable.

22.

At times I have really insisted on having things
my own w a y .

2 3 . There have been occasions when I felt like smash
ing things.

2k.

I would never think of letting someone else be
punished for my wrongdoings.

25.

I never resent being asked to return a favor.

26.

I have never been irked when people expressed ideas
very different from my own.

27.

I never make a long trip without checking the
safety of my car.

28.

There have been times when I was quite jealous
of the good fortune of others,

29.

I have almost never felt the urge to tell someone
off,

30.

I am sometimes irritated by people who ask favors
of m e .
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31.

I have never felt that I was punished without
cause.

32.

I sometimes think when people have a misfortune
they only got what they deserved.

33.

I have never deliberately said something that
hurt someone’s feelings.
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